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Top 100 U.S. law firm Akerman LLP was selected by
Construction Executive magazine as a Top 50
Construction Law Firm in its 2022 edition.

“We are grateful for our clients who put their trust in
Akerman and enable our national team to play a
pivotal part in their construction initiatives and
infrastructure projects. This recognition and our
continued growth would not be possible without
them,” said Jeffrey Gilmore, chair of the
Construction Practice.

Now in its 20th year of publication, Construction
Executive is the leading trade magazine about the
business of construction. To determine the ranking,
CE asked hundreds of U.S. law firms with a
construction practice to complete a survey. Data
collected included 2021 revenues from the firm’s
construction practice; number of attorneys in the
firm’s construction practice; percentage of the firm’s
total revenues derived from its construction
practice; number of states in which the firm is
licensed to practice; year in which the construction
practice was established; and the number of AEC
clients served during fiscal year 2021. The ranking
was determined by an algorithm that weighted these
factors in descending order of importance.
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Akerman LLP is a top 100 U.S. law firm recognized
among the most forward-thinking firms in the
industry by Financial Times. Its more than 700
lawyers and business professionals collaborate with
the world’s most successful enterprises and
entrepreneurs to navigate change, seize
opportunities, and help drive innovation and growth.

Akerman’s national Construction Practice is involved
in the legal aspects of major construction initiatives
and infrastructure projects around the world,
providing pragmatic counsel on contracting
strategies, contract drafting, formation, and
administration issues, as well as construction
litigation and various alternative dispute resolution
methodologies. Its multidisciplinary team of 30
lawyers works in tandem with one of the largest
legal real estate teams in the country, serving a wide
array of sector participants, including contractors,
public and private owners, design professionals,
insurance carriers, sureties, and lenders.


